American Negro Exposition Slated

Rochester's new patrolmen ready to go

J. J. Allen Dept. Store celebrates 1st anniversary

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Seven girls were picked to model for J. J. Allen Department Store in a contest sponsored by the store.

Show to be held June 9-12

Sports Arena Scene of Exposition; Gov. Dewey asked to talk

By Paul Turner

Return from official dedication ceremonies at the new state-of-the-art sports arena, Governor Dewey may speak here in June.

The management of the J. J. Allen Department Store plans to hold a dedication ceremony for the new sports arena, which is scheduled to open on June 9.

Bill Adams

Negro Exposition slated

New York City Behind the Scenes

Here It Is, Kids!!

What we've been telling you about for the past month!

First Prize

Prixes in Newboys' Contest

Deluxe Rocket Bicycle, $60.00, Brand New!

and waiting for an 

Second Prize

ZEINTH
Table Model Radio — Value, $36.00, for Fun, boys and girls.

Somebody has to win — It might as well be you!

Add: soap and relax. Your Bendix Washer does the rest, automatically.

Clips the coupon, mail or bring it to The Voice of New York State, the fastest selling, most complete paper in Western New York.

446 CLARION STREET
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
LIONEL HAMPTON WILL BE FLYING HOME AT PARADISE FRIDAY

Dunham's New Revue Opens Mon.

"Hot, Torrid, And Sizzling," Say Critics

Spectacular Dance Performer

LIONEL HAMPTON will be flying home at Paradise Friday night with the Dunham's New Revue. The show, which opened Monday, has already established itself as one of the most popular revues in town.

The revue features a variety of dance performances, including tap, jitterbug, and swing. The music is provided by Lionel Hampton's Orchestra, which has been praised for its innovative and dynamic style.

Critics have described the show as "hot, torrid, and sizzling," with one reviewer stating, "The Dunham's New Revue is a feast for the eyes and ears. The dancers are top-notch, and the music is absolutely exhilarating."

The show is a must-see for anyone who loves jazz and dance. Don't miss your chance to catch this amazing performance at Paradise this Friday night.
BRASS AGREES TO JIM CROW STATE GUARD

PHILADELPHIA—Two veteran segregationists have been appointed to the Pennsylvania State Commission on Race Relations.

Admiral General Frank A. Towne and General Frank H. Williams, both of Philadelphia, have been appointed by Governor Robert G. Maxwell to the state commission.

The two men are members of the Pennsylvania State Commission on Race Relations and have been active in opposing any measure that would give Negroes an equal voice in the state affairs.
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LADIES AND CHILDREN'S WEAR—LATEST STYLES AND CREATIONS

CLEANING QUALITY

SLEIER

BEAUTIFUL SPRING HAND BAGS

FOR THE FINEST IN LIQUORS AND WINES

BUY NOW AND SAVE—2 LOCATIONS:

LAUER'S.

535 Central Avenue | Rochester, N.Y.

For a Complete Assortment of EASTER CARDS And Easter Candy, Shop at PECK'S PHARMACY 8 Plymouth Ave. at Adams St. Rochester, N.Y.—Main 7410

The Religious World

Main 2986 Rochester, New York

The Spring season begins in earnest this week at the Religious World with the opening of spring's first tournament.

The tournament will feature the best of the best in Negro baseball, with teams from all over the country competing.

SOLDIER STARS ON FT. BLISS STRING BAND

For the Finest in Liquors and Wines

MILLER'S LIQUOR STORE

Main 8331 Rochester, N.Y.

325 Joseph Ave. at Morris St.

Face-Quick-Service Bring Your Order Today

McKnight Laundry

15 Harper St. Geneva Street Main 8325 Rochester, N.Y.

For Safety Call a TOWN TAXI

MAIN 8000

Careful — Courteous — Service

WALTER B. WILLIAMS POST

No. 1238, American Legion

Veterans urged to become members of the Post and be of service

Jas. Jackson, Prep.

176 Joseph Ave. Main 8106

Main 63538
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Sports

NBA Meeting Discusses Boxing Safety Measures

PHILADELPHIA — Begun by the National Basketball Association (NBA) at a recent meeting at Atlantic City, N.J., the League was preparing to consider the changes to be made in its rules governing boxing safety measures.

The committee was particularly concerned about the problem of concussions in basketball. It was reported that concussions are among the most frequent injuries in basketball and that they are the result of contact with other players or with the floor.

The committee was also concerned about the problem of head injuries. It was reported that head injuries are among the most frequent injuries in basketball and that they are the result of contact with the floor or with other players.

The committee was also concerned about the problem of elbow injuries. It was reported that elbow injuries are among the most frequent injuries in basketball and that they are the result of contact with other players.

The committee was also concerned about the problem of ankle injuries. It was reported that ankle injuries are among the most frequent injuries in basketball and that they are the result of contact with other players.

The committee was also concerned about the problem of knee injuries. It was reported that knee injuries are among the most frequent injuries in basketball and that they are the result of contact with other players.

Barbers Beat All - Stars In Cage League

Favoring the underdogs in the recent cage game it was seen that they beat the All-Stars by a score of 41-33. The All-Stars were led by Bobby Darin with 18 points, while the Barbers were led by Joe Louis with 18 points.

Brewster Boxers to Meet St. Emma Academy Team

The All-Stars will be making their debut against the St. Emma Academy Team. The All-Stars are currently ranked 17th in the nation and have a record of 7-2-2. The St. Emma Academy Team is currently ranked 11th in the nation and have a record of 10-3-1.

Bell Beats Brown As Fans Boo Bout

Jackie Robinson makes Debut as Second Baseman

Bell will compete in the Texas Relays at Austin, Texas, April 3.
Beneath The Surface

Are We Going to Add 10 Western European Nations to Halt Red Menace AND Strengthen Russia For Peak Industrial Production?

With President Truman's recent emphasis on ending German and Japanese militarism, it has been claimed that the United Nations will play a significant role in maintaining world peace. But what about the red menace? Are we really going to add 10 Western European nations to halt it? Continental Europe is filled with nations that are not capable of providing a strong defense for themselves. It is clear that the United States must provide a strong defense for itself and the nations of Europe if we are to maintain peace.

Along The Bookshelf

Latest Offerings From The Pens of Authors Scanned Reveal None of the Combination of Books Reach Sensationalism

For months, for too many, the world has been waiting for the story of the unsuccessful by Alan Dunn, it is a good read. Mr. Dunn has written a book that tells the story of the unsuccessful career of a young man who has struggled to make it in the world. It is a story that is full of twists and turns, and it is a story that every young man should read.

The Common Defense

Dramatization of Hate-Monger's Story Reveals How Bigots Dupe And Twist Emotions of People To Suit Their Selfish Interests

The workers stated that their wages were being cut. The workers have been asked to give up their wages and work for free. The workers have been asked to give up their wages and work for free. The workers have been asked to give up their wages and work for free. The workers have been asked to give up their wages and work for free.

What About You?

As you can see, there are many different ways to approach the problem of the red menace. It is clear that we must take action to stop it. It is clear that we must take action to stop it. It is clear that we must take action to stop it.

The Tap Root of Freedom

There is only one basic difference between the American system of government and the governments of those countries that have been under the thumb of foreign domination. This difference is the right, protected by law, of private ownership of property.

Why We Have Inflation

Inflation is the result of many factors, but the most important is the fact that we have a lack of free enterprise. Without free enterprise, there is no way to control the prices of goods and services. The prices of goods and services are determined by supply and demand, and when there is a scarcity of goods, the prices tend to rise.

Odds And Ends

A Thumbnail Sketch of Alan Cassy, Psychiatrist in the Records: Court, A Most Impressive and Effective Man
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NAACP ASKS RADIO TIME TO ANSWER CIVIL RIGHTS CRITICS

OFF THE BEAT

BY JAMES BUTLER

Throughout the world, there are those who have been looking for a new district of justice. In the United States, for instance, the new district is called the NAACP. In Brazil, for instance, the new district is called the Brazilian Communist Party. In Africa, for instance, the new district is called the African National Congress. In Asia, for instance, the new district is called the Chinese Communist Party. In Europe, for instance, the new district is called the European Communist Party. In Latin America, for instance, the new district is called the Latin American Communist Party. In the United States, for instance, the new district is called the NAACP. In Brazil, for instance, the new district is called the Brazilian Communist Party. In Africa, for instance, the new district is called the African National Congress. In Asia, for instance, the new district is called the Chinese Communist Party. In Europe, for instance, the new district is called the European Communist Party. In Latin America, for instance, the new district is called the Latin American Communist Party.

MBC Aired Southern Viewpoint

NAACP Seeks To Protect Program from Censorship

Boy Scouts Plan Hunt For Treasure

Bus Boys from the Durham Union were arrested at Northwestern Union, where they were reported to have attacked the President's committee. Others in the group were reported to have been driven from the park by police officers after their truck was set afire. It was stated that the boys had been working for the Moral Reform Union in order to raise funds to finance a campaign of public service. A statement was made that the President's committee had been unable to investigate the matter completely.

Editors Travel To Europe As Army Guests

WASHINGTON, D.C.—Major General0. J. Negrow, who was recently appointed to the post of managing editor of the Negro News, arrived here yesterday for a trip to Europe as a guest of the American Army. General Negrow is expected to return to the United States in a few weeks.
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